1. All parapet walls must be suitable for flashing, e.g. clean, tight, smooth, no cracks, acceptable substrate, etc.
2. For seams assembled with GenFlex G-400 Seam Adhesive, a bead of GenFlex Edge Caulk is required on all exposed edges, following a pre-cleaning of the seam area with GenFlex Cleaner. For scuppers flashed-in with GenFlex 7" (179 mm) Peel & Stick Un-Cured Flashing or Bar Anchor Cover Tape, all transitions, T-joins, and overlaps must have an application of GenFlex Edge Caulk extending 3" (76 mm) from the transition, overlap, or T-joint in all directions.
3. Flash wall in accordance with GenFlex specification, and cut wall flashing at scupper opening. Mount scupper with 3" (76 mm) wide metal mounting flange and continuous, rounded corners onto the wall substrate with a bead of GenFlex Water Stop between the metal flange and the wall flashing membrane. Secure per SMACNA recommendations and as required to hold Water Stop under constant compression. Flash the scupper assembly with a large enough piece of FlexFlash E to cover the entire assembly and extend 3" (76 mm) beyond the flange in all directions. Cut the FlexFlash E at the scupper opening, and turn flashing 1 1/2" to 2" (38 mm to 51 mm) into the scupper outlet tube. If outlet tube seam is not soldered, extend FlexFlash E to outer edge of outlet tube. Caulk all uncured EPDM flashing edges with properly applied GenFlex Edge Caulk.